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The first seven 'variables, often tested ice. income research, were:
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educational level, inflation rate, economic growth, and technological
complexity. The eighth variable, degree of socialism; -had not been
considered by previous major models of income, inequality.'It,was
hypothesized-that less income inequality would exist in ccuntrieso
with higher levels of political participation, education, econOmic
growth, and technological complexity; median levels of GNP per
capita; lower 'levels of inflation; and a socialist economy. 'Data were
obtained from the national statistioal bureaus of the 32 nations and
frOm the "United Nations StatistiCal Yearbook, 1973." Data' were `\
analyzed in three phaseS. The first phase considered the relationship
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identified the effect of industrialzation on income inequality. Only
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economic system (capitalist or socialist) into the( regression
analysis. Findings.fndicated that the first seved iariabl,es explained
.59M'of the variance in equality. The eighth vatiahle,,_socialism,
increased the explanatory power of the model to 71S. The conclusion
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) 1:

The scientiffc .study of.income inequality has "oome of age"

in the last decade. \Up 'to the mid 1960's the field of social striti-

fiatfon was largely concerned with the,sPeculative and rather,

philosophic debate overthe Davis-and Moore (1945) functional

theory of stratiftc.atibn. The publicatiOn of Cutright'e(1967)

.empirical test of Lem6kt"s theory of stratification; ushered in

a renaissance of empiricalinvesriAation-of stratification theory,

:Symbolfzed by the contfibutionSof ,Parkin (1971), Adelman and

Morris (1973), Jackman'(1974), (1975), and Rubinson (1976)', to.

name on0 a few.

Many measures of political and economic factors have been

found to have a. significant bearing on the .degree of income inequ-

ality in society.

The present paper will cpmbie the salienteatures of the

existing major models of income inequality and add several negle-

ctedt variables to the analysis. Past models of income inequality

have been built largely on Lenski's (1966) theoretical framewdrk.

They have emphasized the categoribs of the distribution of political

power, surplus size)and technological level. I will include

these categories in my.model)butl will also add three others.

First, the rate ofinflationvill be added in accordance with the

theory of Galbraith (1958:264). Second, I will add ttle,rate of

population grmtth.which was. an important variable in Lenski's %

theoretical fraTework but has. never'been tested in the'qtbrature.

Third,ot will include the level-o%pducation as an index of the

supply of trained manpower. The model will be tested with data

from 32,nationS, .

.A. THE DEPENDENT yARIABLE. In measuring inequality in the

diStributiox of inoome one first must choose between at least two

alternate units ordistribUtion: the household or individal unit

and the sectoral unit.' In 'thp former income is distributed to.

households or individuals. Inl'the latter , income is distributed

to selected' sectors of the, economy (agriculture, manufacturing,

mining, and so on)'. There has been some-debate over the meaning-

fulness of the sectoral operationalization of income inequality.

3



Iriters such as `Rubinson (1967 :647,), and Husbands and Mdney (100)

hate questioned its validity. Measuring inconle ineqUal4.ty on the
.

basis of dividing the value of the output 'of an industrial sector
by the number of workers is conceptibnalIyuniound since the

numerator includes categories ofs:income wuch as profit that do
not go to the worker. Also, using sectoral incpme\as one's measure
assumes equal distribution of income to all wOrkers\ in that sector.
Husbands and Money, usingdata.Tor eight nationsshowed that the
relationship between the two measures of inequality was not statis-
tically significant at the ..05 level.

This is more thin just a side issue because several major works
use the sectoral measure,of.inequality (Odtright, 1967; Jackman, 1974,
1975).§ If the,cfitics are rightthat sectoral income is.an unreliable.

,predictor of personal income distribbtion, then this would inyalfdate
w

several- of the' widely regarded studies in the field.

The proponents of the sectoral measure argue that their-measure
of income inequality is a good and even an"inenious" substitue measure
of inequality giiren a. shortage of compar"able dross national data o'
'household incomes. (Jackman, 197411975; Outright, 1970; Kuznets, 1963).
Furthermore, they make reference to Xuznts,'' ?inding that the index

of inequality based bn aecoral income and the indexbased on hobsehold
income data from the 48 American States,are-highly correlated (r= :82.)

We might be tempted to conclude that whilb shale may be astrong .

relationship between sectoral' and househOld .income inequality for the
48 states, re .82; p <05).it appears as though the use'of the
sectoral measure' is a relatively poor preOictorof household 'income

. -
Nitinequality in 'cross national research where chi relltionship between'

the two fa_nonsignificant(Husbands and Money,1970.)
Comparable data for 18 nations, however, yield a better cotrelation

between the household income ineaiality-meansure and sectoral income
inequality measure (r= 1961; r= 6 a, Jackman, 1975).

' The porrelatkOn matrix As given in Table 1. Hence, the Husbands and
41PMoney's (1970) criticism may have been ,a bit pr..'?.mature. If we look

4'
at 18 nations instead of juat a the correlations.impfove and become
significant.

0
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Nevertheless; on the grounds of conceptual qccuracyt despite,
these significant correlation; the present papertwill- follow the
tradition of Rubihson (1976), Adelman and Morris (1971)'; and
Paukert (1973) andfuse hOusehol4 income, not sectoFal income, as
the unit of distribution. Hoy/evert:given the above correlation, it
appears as though Cuttight (1967, 1970) and Kuznets (1963.) were

-correct in arguing that intersectoral inequality is a good measure
ohobsehold income inequality.

1

The data on income inequality wasitbtained over a period of
a year, frdm direct communication with the,economic'statistics

-divisions ofYnational statistical bureaus,and from secondary
sources such hlas statistical-handboop'. The data refers 'to pzie

:tax household income for circa 1970.

'The measure of income inequality is.the.well known Gni:
index. The Gini index of income inequality varies from 0 to It
with '1 meaning total _inequality and 0 meaning no inequality at
all. The Gini index is an equal-interval scale.so:that a score
of .400 represents twice" as much inequality as a score of .200.

1



B.: THE INDEPfNDENT VARIABLES-
*

4 . .

1! POLITICAL DEMOCRACY. The degiiee of pOlitical aemdcracy

has long since been a major variable in theoretical works on the

dlterminants of income inequality (Kuznas, 1963; Lenski, 1966;

Outright, 196yi etc).' Ithai been argued that elementary. Political

democracy and, more' importantly, an'iftensification of .6olitical

democracy through the establisqrilent of'such institutions as a labor.

party, proportional represeAtation, and the greater political

participation of the masses gives theimany the necessary powers -

to combine against the few in the former's attempts to redistribute

'income. To the extent that the common people,have state powers

they can use it, to increase, their share of the income through such

means as increasing the size of government revenue as a ,percent

of the This can entail the providing of more government

jobs, 4d government subsidized j9bs through the practice of

governmeAt'a granting contracts'. to production and service industries

inIthe private sector.' The. next result.is less unemployment.result-

ing in less' inequality. In addition, the common people can encroach

on the wealfh-an& income of the affluent 'through the- establishment

and intensification of progressive income taxes', inheritance taxes, cash. '

tran8ter programs, Welfare programs, andfsial,security progrps.

/* While all. this seems to make aigr 't/deal of sense in the
world off' logic,'it is not at all clear,that it corresponds '\to

actual reality.' The research evidenc4: is V*-17' mixed; Thefindings,

oi''Parkin (1971) for about a-dozen 'pAropean nations indicate

.6.4..% that the levels of income inequali0 in the supposedly intensely
,.

democratized gearidgvian nations (fig. Sweden, Norway, .Denmark) ,

are similar to nations lowWin political demodratization or. nations

not tidying explrience prolongled,'rule,by a labor party (eg. Austria,
France,*West Germany ). ,Parkf% :argues 'that an effectiVe re-

tribUtion Of,, power to the9underelass, in terms of effeCtive

ewer to redistribute income manual workers, occurs only

after a transforMation of the, conomiC base "..f society from -

capitalist syatpm t4 a commu stic 'system. P kin's major reason,

k....
L



for this thesis is that the 'market in capitalism is'the chief force
,

,in wage determination, even more poerfuI than human control in

a labemoarty-ruled stat%. In donfrast,.communism,.eliminates

the.marketland the'ecohomy,including the institutions shIping

wage policy
)

is under 'direct complete human control Parkin
,

evidence suggests that politics should be dropped'from income

stratification .theoryY involving capiftalist Samplis but it Should

not be dropped, if we extend our analysis to communist nabiotls..

Jackman4(1974) implicitly suggests the dropping of the

ipolitical diRensions from stratificaton!analysis. The addition
.

of his comp\ex indek of democratic performance to -1,1s regression

equationSfailed to add any, explanatory'powerl. However, Jackman's

sample did not include any socialist nattons. -From Parian's 4

flildigngs we would expect that a significant amount of variance

would havebeen,explained through the .addition of social1ist

nations..

Onthe other, hand two other studies demonstrate that

politics does explain some of the variance among nations on

income inequality. Cutright's Political Representatiok Index

explained'14% of the variance overall arid. from 20...34% of the

Variance for sub groups controlling for levels of development.'

In adaltiom Rubinson's (1976) recent work found that the distA-
,

buttbn of poWer was an important factor in shaping the degree :of

income inequality. Indeed, Rubinson's index of state strength--a

(gov't'rev.,as.% GNP) bore a.statistically significant relation

. to levels of overafl inequality in all ilk of his regression

equations whereas the-level of develment (Jackman's major

explanatory variable) bore. no statistically significant relation-
.

ship to overall inequality in all six' of the. regression equations.

.These results are rather confliCting but an be explained

in terms of the difference in the'way in which:inequality

measured, selecti3ity in samples'of nations, and the Operationa1,4_-

ization of the concept of the degree of political inequality. For

example,Parkin's notion that there is no diffefence between the

most and least dembCratized capitalistic nation is based on a

sample which excludes some highly democratized capitalist nations,

n
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with low inequali y pg. Australia, Belgium, and Isreal) also,

Parkin's index of income Inequality based wage diffprentials masks
differences between.nations. Outright, -Jackman,and Rubinson.

oper'ationalize political democracy very differently. If we opera-
tionalize it in a'given way we find specific'relationShips,with

inequality, Indices emphasizing pattibipation fkild negative results;
ones emphasizing the stability of parliamentary forms of governmedr
find positive results.

I propose to partially avoid the abOve difficulties and
contradictions by doing the followings include both communist
ancapitalist nations in my sample to give political democracy

more of a chance to explain the variance, measure political
t participation, and by using a conceptually accurate unit, of distri-

bution, the household as opposed to Jackman's sectoral

The present 'paper takes issue, for the mament,.at the level
of logic, with Jackman's finding that politics is irrelevant
to'the study of income inequality once the level of development
is taken into 'consideration.

Since most of the narion s in t e presentstudy have stable
parliamentary *forins of government, ofr the time period analyzed,

the intensity of democracy will be measured in terms of political
4 participation. The specific index of political participation

is voter turnout. Voter turnout, in'some nation's is required* by
'Jaw (eg. the Netherlands). This may be taken as a limitation
of my index. However, given a high voter turn meads
a high turnout among non-affluent persons, we woulaebxpect that
the results would be relatively more v9tes cast for relatively

egalitarian parties and candidates.' I assume that *whbther or not
a'working class person is forced to vote, he or she will tend to
vote for a working class party.

The change from a sectoral to a household measure of incomes
marresult in a reversal of Jackman's finding that political
participhtion isnot significantly relatedto income inequality.

anticipate'fhe-greater the politicalpartici.pation the
A less the income inequality..

,
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2. THE LEVEL ,OF DEVELOPMENT or size of the sui-plUse.Writers

,suchasLenski (1966:308), Kooros (19731101nd Kra;:ris`(i96,2:409)

have argued that income inequality should detreaSe through.indui-

trialization. While income nequalitywill be.high and kethaps

be on the increase before industrialization, the emergence and,

interAfication of industrial society will =reduce incomerinequaitty.

Part of this thesis inyolves the asiocittion of Vhdustrializatio4:

with politicall democracy,which is another determinant of income

destratifiCatton. :However, most writers give the level of devPlop

me/it separate status ci5 a relatively distinct independent varlablesl

reducing inequality. The see 1 argument is that machi
,v

e

production increages the le of the societal surpluk so much

that the else can of rd to tribute income to the coomon

people. However, le 1 of development Sfiguld be vieed'as ,a

necessary bt not sbfficient determinant of income redistrtbutio

without political pressure from the Commonpeople income redist-

e ribution will'not-automaticallY happen. On the other hand

political pressure without a large sdrplus won't work eitper.

The research findings on the relationship betWeen level

of devilopment and-income inequality are somewhat mixed. Kuznets

(1963)60-62) longitudinal data covering the period from the late

nineteenth century up to about 1950 demonstrate a decrease in

inequality as nations develop. a
4

HoweVer, available longitudinal data for European nations

after 1950 indicates the opposite trend((U.N.41967)). For the

. U.S. there was little change in income inequality for theepost-

war decades and the degree of income inequality has increased in the

last five years ((Budd, (1970); Stack (1976a)). Apparently when

nations reach the itighest levels of d4velopment, the relationship,

,reverses again. I

Research utilizing-Cross sectional dati gives different resultS

depending on the year of the data and the. unit of distribution.

Cutright's cross sectional data using a sectoral income

distsribution measure of income inequality demonitratedsthat level

of development explained some 27% of the varianoe in income
)

I.
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inequality andwas the strongest of six independen variables
4

. 'entered into his initiaVegreSsiOn equation for 4 4 atiois..

. .
However, thdse data ,q re from the l950's)betore tde end towards.-

M
' .

, ncreasing inequality began in the.adi/anced nations.

Jackthanealso used cross sectional data and a se oral

income distribution measure. His data are more recent\than
. t.

Outright's; they are mostly from.the years 1960-1962. \7ckman's
*

LogarithmiC index of developtent explained some42% of the,variance )

with no tether variables added to the equation, with the ddition
\\of hips ot two variOles,reat a. times the amount of varidnVe

, r explained was 4O' and 44%. The logarithmic index of devet?prtint,

fte

was found to tie abetter Predictor of income inequality thm either

democratic performance (no relationship) and social insuranOe

program experience.
5

Rubinson's (1970-recent Work, howeVer, casts doubts on ,

eatlier cross sectional research. Of Rubinson's eight.regresions

tikere is not one where the standardized regression-co4efficiene,df tits

,logarithmic,meaure of leveko6deVelopment bears a statistically

significant relationship to inequality of incomes. Thls new

development can be explained, in part, in terms of Rubinson's,

'datebetng kased op the distribution of 'income to ouAilolds,
istead'of an index where Income is distributed to eight selected

sectors of tpe economy. Also,Rubinson's data is'even recent

than Jackman's and; therefore, will reflect the recent ronic

trend towards increasinN inequality in the most adVanced nations..

This, I expect; would reduce the correlation between:inequality v'
and level Of developtent. Indded, elsewhere, Stack (197614,I

demonstrated using' cross.sec)..onal income data based on the).
household as the unit of distribution l'OIP*188 nattons

)
that the

relationship between. income inel uality apprOximates a sine curve \\
or Xcurvil?hear relationship where'the slope of the cures

inverses twice. If this is the true_natdre of the relationshtp

in the long run, traditional regre.isitn models'may not fit the

".curve, unless control variables destroy the sine curve relationship.
a

The present study will measure the level of development
. in terms of the importdnt notion of surplus. G.N.P. per capita

,

19.
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will be
41
used as the index of surplus. ,This is a. core direct way

of measuring surplus size than the indices based on energy consump-
tion in Rubinson and Jackman While these two, measures are highly.

correlated, they are conceptually different. A nation that i.relatively
loWirl.developmdnt may be high in'energy consumption if it is

4

blessedwith large energy Supplies' (e.g. oil) or' f it's rate of '4
economic growth'is high. In either case,,it's surplus WOuld be

9.

relatively lbw.
.

.

I anticipate that since the income inequality delta are'
.

. .,relatively recent, there will' be no relationship between income
.. -

inequality and GNP/capita. Howeve,,,if we control for level, of.
'.development and investigate the.relatiPnship within middle tanAe

.
A1NP nations, a relationship should.emerge within tliir FOupj

\ primaiily because middle GNP nations have yet to reach the thredhold- r
where income inequaliiy increases despite the highest levels of ,
development.

3. THE RAtt OF POPULATION. GROWTH. The relative merits of
this variable Shave yeCt:Obe,tested. Lenski (19664315) discusses.

.it's-relevance'as folloWs:" .

1

. , 1

:"the natural tendency of the human race to Multiply
,usually haetli* effect'of offsetting Whatever economic gains, might

otherwise have :resulted from technllogical advance.:. (today) In
societies where these (birth

Acontrol devices) have beim fmost
widely used the rate of population growth has been'slowed to the
point where real and substantial gains in per .capita income have

been advanced...which'...contributed t9 the decline in inequality" 2irthiWahth (1974) found the' rate of populations n-grOwth to be

a significant factor in shaping income distribution foi pre ihdus-,

ttial\societies. However, it's'relevance for a broader sample,
is .not yet establisped.

The rate of population growth is, of course, relad ee
industrialization irk that large families are not as functiOnal'in
industreal as opposed to pre .industrial societies. However, for
various social and religious reasons there is considerable, variation'

among nations in population growth ra s even when we control]. for
leveg of development. (Stack,-1976c) Hence this may be an '

$
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1 ,
:

. tmportant-source.of variatiop to inequality.

*ill use the aiteragkt#te qfpopulation gr
as the.index,of_pOPIAationgrowth.The indeX was
data from the 'Iorld

. 7

4. EDUCATIptIALIEVEL:V iU*Aj-ing level of edatation( results, in a.
balance between the supply and detaad for skilled' workers', This
tends to reduce the potbntially-high incovIgs of,the skilled grOup.

r--.4 /
Kravis (1960:413,415) in hi4 comparii'on 44,f undergevefoped nations
with a low educational level with .developed nations witff a high
educational level, states: "/

#INIMMITI

I

wth in the 1960'i

lculateed.from

4

1 a
t.

.

"The limited supply oaf ekitcated and trained' persons
in underdeveloped countries tends to raise the rela-
tive renumeration -in occupagons requiring a high
'degrde of literacy or Other7tIalls-and hence to increase
the dispersion of kncomeo...Avrthe diversieSi of °coupe-
tions.,:-Incgeases, with the beginnings inlustrialisation
...the likelihoed.of increased inequality. is enhanced

emiums which:the'new or
cupatidns make to attract
repreneurship, capital,- and

,

by the c4fters of income p
expanding iidustries or o
additional supplies'of-en
labor.r.

''however, with furthpr indus

r .

"The distribution of -wage and ark income -
become more e al as pet capita income grows because
of the sprea in educational o0 ortunity ang the

; consequent line.in skill\dif

' I antici

the supply of t
,

level ateduc tonal achievement is me in terms the mediuM
of years of ddtation completed by 9w-adult (over

.1

. A'
1

e that the highe4;the education leve the greater..

ained manpower and',the less the,inequality. The'

25) Population:
' The%data a -,..

d from UNESCO'sIltistical Yearbook. 19/3.
.- \ ,

5. ATE OFINFLATIOI11 fnflation is viewed by several writers.

4 as having an impact on income distiibutilrlDkIt is argued that infla
.tion inc eases;inequality by'inCreasing the wages of some-groups..

.

faster t an thoie of other groups.* As Galbraith (1958:264-2654221)

. States:

1

4

. 1
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i 1 Ilk 4i
,"Inflation- by it

v
ery nature. strikes caftetent indi-

..
s , viduals .and 'grcittps with highly discriminatory et- i.. ''. "fects. The ,most nearly unrelieved victims, apart .from _those living on pensions, art those .whow work

for the state.. :their .pay scales are highly. formal-
.4 .ized, and traditionally they have been subject to

...- revisibn, only. at lengthy intervals...Oh the other
. hand, he incomes of owners and proprietors, are
4 automatically accomodated,to the upward move-

ment...Those individuals who suffer the Most a e- ',these whci tlave.the elst control over their p ice
or wages ands hence the least capaeity, to' pro' ect.
themselves by increasing their own. eturns.. .

, ... .. , .
I Will 'argue that inflationthurts` -unorganized, blue gifid white .

, .collar workers-, state employees, pensioners, welfare recipients,.
'grid other .relatively powerless grotips:

, AS Kohler - (196113239)
argues: ,

. (.1...- . ..,

"Inflation involves a redistribution of ati . .-incpme.' .- ...
. ,

This .rtdistribut ion 'increases inequality:-
The rat of inflation is calculated on ie b'asis of the

change in.. the consumer ice index frpm 1963 -
)1972.

The: data on ';
changes in the consumer price index are ftom the United Nations'
Statistical Yearbook, 1973.

Olt

el

6: THE RATE Lir -ECONOMIC GROWTH

`,Modern technology.mak.es possible a rapid rise in product?.
ivity, and hence a r4idly growing A. rapidly growing
my. makes' it .possible, fdr the' elite to make 'economic--sconcessiOnS`
to the' common people withdut suffering any loss in 'absolute teems.
.That,is,* the alit, can inbrease its absolute sh4re of the. income by
perhap , billions

ilions
and at .the, same ti redis'tribute a few. percentage..

Ooints of" tild income' tp 'the masses.'. T2-4 results in leSs inequality..
44 I anticipate that the higher the rate of economic growth,..

the less the inequality.' The time series data on the rate
eadnomitc 'growth' cortesponds ,to, the same years as. the 'time series
data as the rate of population growth and ia.te of inflation

I

/1*

13

p

"4
o
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' (early'1960's - 172), The data are taken-from_the World Bank
AtlaS, 1974.'

. 7. 't115 DEGREE OF TECHNOLOGICAL:60eLEXITY. .Lenski argues that
theotkreasing cie,g5ee of technological comi3lexity, created by indust-

,rializaiton requires'an ever larger pool of experts to guide dect-
,.

siiitmaking. ..In' this proceps elites prbgressively find themselves
-fafFed to delegate increasingiamountsof,responsibilit to experts.
''This,gives the experts' effective bargai n plower for increasing
*heir shame of income. Lenski*(196,60113) contends*

.
. ,

, ."In modern industrial societies, technology in. particu-
lar and culture in general, are far"mOre complex than.
even in the most advanced agrarian societies. Infact,
they are so complex that it is no longer posaible for
those in positions of high command to begin to under-
stand the_ work of all those' beneath them,. In effect,
there is a growing.ignorance on the part of those in po-

.. .sitions of command...Because of 4iany gap in their
knowledge, they are often compelledto leave mat-

' teis to the discretion of their suboriplates, thus open-* ing-the door to encroachments on their prerogatives."

4 %a

4,

I anticipate that qe gteater the technological complexity,
the less the income inequality. Perhaps the Tut* direct measure
of. technological complexity would be technical wo*ers as a
percentage of the laber force. However, since the re4evant data
are'NOT,avallable)we must'find an approxiMhtion of this measure.
One such substitute measure is per capita en;rgy consumptlon.
Rummel (1869) has shown that per capita engrgy consumptiomis a
goo4.4-indic,tor of technological 'complexity. The data are froil The
UnXi41kation's Statistical Yearbook, 1913.

THE ANALYSIS

. The analysis will first consider the total set of 32 nations
and the nature of.the relationship between inequality apd the

-nature of the' relationship between inequality :and the seven,

I-

1

14
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independent'variables in, the samplb,,'The second phase of the analylis
will control's for level, of develo see. if tiie amount of
variance explained will improvef the group of medium level GIP
nations which:are belo the develo ental threshold where inequa-
lity'irigreases despite the' highest 1 vela of induttrializatioR.

In both phases of the analysis multiple correlation method
of inquiry, will, be utilized. _Here ea variable freely competes.
with the others for their share ofthe variance. Here the analyst
does not specify the order in which th variables are introduced into
the regression.

Inthe third phase of the analysis, to be discussed later)
further manipulation of the data are ,undertaken in accord with
the findings in the first and second stages of the analysis, in
order ,to refine the model._ in 'process. =

THE,ANALYSIS'OF TM; TOTAL SET
I

-The first stage of the analysis explaines the validity of-

the' model for a group of nations at diverse levels.,of deVelopment.
Table 2 presents,the results of the analysis of these 32 nations.
The mean, and standard deviation are given for eacWvariable.
kii6 tabulated is(6e amount of variance associated with each variable.
The index of political participation explaigis 27% of the variance.
The'addition of education level adds 16.0., addition of therate
di economic growth accounts for another -7% of the variance.. The'
level of development, technological comp exity, and the rate of

account for an additional 3% of the variance
with the dependent variable is not,statis-
the .05 level, The addition of the rate

population growth each

but their relaciQnship

tically significant at

of inflatiod did not add any explanatorY--power.to the equation.
As antigipated the level of develoOment 4as not a salient

'factor in explaining clhe,agr, -of inequality given the nature of the
datel.thaf'is gilli0114441e46 1.4 observations on advanced nations
are from circa 197U1 after the start.of the trend towards increasing
inequality. Indeed, the'iero order product moment corfation
wag an insignificant.-..0.1.

I
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The iate of inflation had a non-40.gnificant ze r,order

correlation of .22 with income inequality. Therate of inflation

b the--ellanatoiy power of;the.regression'equation.._

flation mafturtIome groups more than ,others the

he transfer of income from one group to another

nge in the- overalllegree of inequality. Inflation-

added not ins_

Hence,

net result is

withoUt ny c

simply " hang-o4 some of,thelaces" within each income group.

Th -findings on polit cal pdiicipation Shotild be interpreted
,

with a good Beal of caution. In
.

inspecting the data'it was found'
,43

that the communist ,nations 411 had high, enforcedfliticalparti-,
-cipation and'ielatiVely low degrees of income ineq ality:

the relationship between political participation and income equality

may be spurious.' In order to :explore this posSibility I will now

turn to the second stage of the analysis and divide the middle

GNP nations into two groups: cotmunist and "capitalist. In so
doing We will be.invpstigating all the communist nations, in the

sample since they are all medium GNP nations. 2

ANALYSIS OF THE MI" DLE GNP STRATUM-
,

The group of middleiGNP hat(ons consisted of nations with, N,,

GNP /capita ranging from $760 - 9,400 in 1972. Tab1e,3 shows .

the\results of our analysis fop-the group of 14 nations with a -

capitalist economic base. The rate of population growth emerged

as the chief variable accounting ,for 36% Of the variance. While

population growth was not a relewant variable for 'the Vital set of

nations including nations 'levels of development, it iS'a:, 4

relevant variable for middle-GNP-nations. Votet turnout remained'',

a significant predictorCof incoMelpinequality despite the ,omissio0.1

of the communist nations. Tlhis.variablefrcounted:tor 16% of the'

variance. As predicted, GNP/capita emerged as a relevant variable

for this-group of nationseekpliinifig another 10% of the variancK
.

TechnolCgical compleXity also emerged as' a,significant factor, ..-f

we stretch significat0e.to the 4t0 leyel'due to the imall,sampler

size,'and explained another .°/.0f the variance. The rate of
. ,

f

16
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'. inflation Was again a largely irrelevant variable adding only another 411

2% to the tptal variance explained.. The level'of education,*:while

a relevant independent variable for the total set of nationstc added

almost no explanatory power to the regression equation here. A .

total of 79%,of the variance is explained by the model for middle
yGNP nations, representing an increase in explanatory power.

, .

The'results from the analysis-of the middle GNP communist

, nations are given in Table 3. Due to the sample size (n= 8),
.

only six variables-could be enteredsin o thvegression analysis.

IIn.communist nations there is a very s rongrealtionship between
.

technological complexity and the level Of inequality. 81% or the''

variation in inequality is linked to. variation in technologid41

complexity. As technotogical complexity increases ineqUality

degreases. Controlling for technological compleXity we-see that

communist nations with high education levels have lowere ineqUality.

The addition.of the rate of economic growth explains' anothet',-.4%\.,

of the variance as'does the inclusion of the rate of population growth.

Polit4a1partiCipation does not vary very much among communist

nations (the standard deviation is only 3% of the mean), and

accounts for only a trivial re of the variance with all the other

five variables controlled. In all, the model explains 957. -of

the variance nations.3

That the model worked the best.for the nations with45.,

Communist ecohomic,base may have been dUe to differenceS instipe

mean degree of inequality between commUnist and free enterpriZe'

, econothic.systets. The comiivist nations had a meanGini Ihdex

'of .249' compared fo the meSrof .456 forthe mediuM GNP free enter;

prize nations, Furthermore, the standard4devia;ions is a percent

of TIM mean was lower for the.communist nations than the capitalist.

nations (11.2 vs. 23.5%) i didating that the spread of scc es for

communist nations'was, perhaps, distinct from the spread

6pr the free enterprize nations.' These diff6rences may'm

'communist!natibns are operating under conditons of, the lowest

scores '

n that the

degree,of income inequality that is possible for the:functioning

of society. If so,.the degree of ineguAlity wir be strongly

conditioned 47 one or more factors in the model approachin a
C .

17
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functional pt or law governing the, relations-between
society and'inequality. The.data suggest that GNP/capita or
technological complexity may determine the variation in inequality
once inequality is near Ws lowest possible level. This adds sense.
supp4 to Jackman's contention that the level of development is
an important factor in shapingptiatification.

FURTHERANALYSIS

.. The finding that communist economic systems are linked to
less inequality of incomes then-capitalist systems stipport,Parkin's
(1971) thesis' The elimination of the private ownership at property''
reducesior abOlishei several important sources (e.g. dividends,'
rent. -interest, and capital gains) 'of income fdr Upper income
groups ,Also, communism reducesithe importance of the market, or
suptplx-anddemand f es;'' in shaping incomes and places wage
determination mo under the control of centralized
'agencies of the powerful communist party.4 One is tempted to

t-enteilt1:14 tYpe,of economic systet into the ,tegression.equations to4

see IT this variable wbuld replace some of the of riers as the
leading determinant of income equality. '

.

' ,. Entering the type .of economic system into the regression
analysis pbes a prOblet because it is a nominal variable:' However,

'we pan approximate the type of economic system a variable.4 I

sudh'asthe-proPortion of ind4stry owned publics iy or the production
"of puPlic enterprises'as a percent of the GNP." Data was not avail'a..,

.
i-

Con either of. these variables, but they a vailable.for Revenue
. of Central Overnmensecrial seeutity, and public enterprize
as a perbent of'01°,((Russett (1964))

. This 'is' a measure' ,of gover-
nment fnvolvemeht and power, ovei the ecorioty,in terms of the volume. -

. 9; moneythe government directly manigulates in the processes off'

.

i- - .

cohsumPtion aM production. essentially, this is a rpo qqalitative
variable since the free enterprizenaiionshad an-aqrage.score of
only 30% while thecortpunist natfops,,befinAtion, hhve scores

,s

0'
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F . . /

at the other extremd.of the scale.5' In additiofi, this variable
also distinguishes free enterprize nations with low, state invoit-
vemen'e*from free enterprize 'nations with relativelyhigh star 4 .

'involvement.. I will call this variabli the index of the degree of ..

.

socialism, a eupilenitm for the degree communism. . . -, Table 4 presents the, results for.the regression analysis'
' . involving the degree:cf so'cialism itidex. Triyan4,ysis` is for124

nations for which data,,was available. @LIP/capita, and' the rate
or,poPulation4 growth were found to explain 0% bf the variance . 1,

. and h'ad lbw zero otOr cot7serlations'w,4114irieepial'ity apd were omitted --"--1

from the eable.' Ty rate Cif% inflartvi eras -2;1 ot-e4ereti -into the
regression 'since, it hadi'been ,arready2:4eEermined An: irrelevant 1

(

variable. ,
,

.
The Index of .the degree "ofSetial.i.s111Was fdund, be -powerfully.

Terated, to the degree Of 'inequali:e. 'ItiLexpiainea'66% of
variance, Hence,' when added, vi:itlie::model,," it:displaced,
partici ati.on as .the Matri'dee'ermanant..of -income inequality.

a

$7.

Controlling) fore the degree of socialism.- the,lev,e1 ,of, gdhcation.,
,1 _. '14.exiainedc another 6% of the" 'In akIditIon,:t1-,lei.rate'.Of

population growth and technalogicaroMplexity wei.e:ea6h'.1iniced, ',lo
2% of ''the varianco. Csontbrcill ins. for .a.:;1 ether fatctors, . polttica
participaticin' accounts epr..orilf 'of the v aiiance;

Thes'e fihdings hay:e,:rather p;orciunqr i nplicat orfs. The ,
evidence presented here'sttpgest variables of earlier .
research, political democracy and ithet.lOvef.,of,delielopment,. have

,*nearly. rio' influence'-on ti-dome .v!ieri _tine .i6ntrO-1.6 for the
. degree of socialism.. ,"However; AltethateAndiCes of pon'tibil 4 ,

demoCracY may .improve the ;relationship between income inetitiality 1 ,

and poli.tics° wtile 'controlling for .secLalism. This is' an .area 5
.for further research..

. /

dONCLUSTON .

.. ,,
Six of the sev,en .'originaf°' hypotheses ler'e Cdhfirritel in. ,--, ., r .one or more 'sections Of the analysis. The hypotheses on rate of

' inflation was the notable expeptionc The 'variance ,explained by
',my model ranged from 50-95%. This is mote than that 'explained .bY

i
: .
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.

JaCkman's (1410 model (39-44%)1 this' may be due, however,stO pis :

);,,, utilization of citify three independent rtriables. Oft the otherhand,e.e , l'
( Cutright's model explained from 64-0% of the variance representing,representing,.

, .perhaps, a more superior model, Unless one criticizes. it's method-.

.ological weaknesges such asthe validity of rnedsuring personal income.

.on the basis of sectoral income and the
.

utilization of old:data.
The.Most Powerful predictor-of 'income inequality in.a broad.. ,

2 * ..
. .,) .sample-of nation's was theNindetc_of the degree of socialism. ThisI.

formerly untested# variable was found to be even ?nom important than
eithelevel of development or the degree- of'political demodrady

shapingi come distribution. Future model of:iname iteclualityti

ought to include this variable. .. ',
. .For a set of moderately dNelorSed

free enierprize nations., .

the rate of population, growth was found to 'be. more impOrtant
'determinantthan-any other .variable including political` participation

.

..

.

and level 9f development. Tuttire research, then, on nations at
.this level of development would have much to min frOm the analysis

.
,of rateif population growth. A

Technological compleixity.was -found to explain.n'early all the
- ,variation within the communist nations, However, this,variable.

- 4was.sohighly cor'elated'with the level of development thatboth,,/
were equally good predictors of inequality -within the-communist ,

block. Other than this finding, the leVel'of development waS not,.
a leading determinant'of income inequality and bore no significant
refition to inequality. at all for ,the set of 12 nations as a whole.

Education -level .bore a significant, relationship, to the degree
of inequality and was ithe second most important determinant at two
places in the analysis.

Politic9,1 PaPticipationt the index of the degree or
intensenessof political democracy, was'the most importaht.determinahp
for the 4ample of 32 nations. However, it became non Significait
after the introduction of an eighth variable, the index of socialiii,
at the end of the analysis.

: .

1.In general, the present paper suggests severaleneW directions'.
, for further research on the determinantscof

i
inequality of incomes.



,.",...
1 I

o.' Existing todels have failed to incorporate severapportant
-.vayiabkes and have a few methodological problems. 'While the present
stud also has, it's shortcomings (e.g., smaller sample size))it --
offers,enoudh evidence, to illustrate :the incompleteness- of existing
modqls.,

a

J.



FOOTNOTES

20.

1; If we use thP-_--Yzend-Al Rank Order, correlation (Tau) we findsimilar relatiRnshrOs. Tau for the relation between the lini
and trie_laekMan index is -.403' (z value - 2.36387 sig. at-01
_liaval-bf sig.) And Tau = .493 (sig. at .002 level) for the-- relation between Gini index and Cutright's index (z value 2;85926).

I

J

2: Medium level GNP nations are defined somewhat arbitrArily
as those'nations with GNP/dabita scores.of from 760 to 2,400.
My Medium Level GNP'nati"ons are the same general group as Cutright's.
High.GNP/capita nations would include Russett's High Mass
Consumption Societies such as,the United States and Sweden.

3. For the communist nations technological complexity and .GNP/capita were Rtghly related (the zero order Pearson correlation .coefficient was .936r). Hence, when technological complexity wasdeleted from the analysis, GNP/capita explained 30% of the
variance with economic growth, population growth andtre4tication
level picking up the balance of the 95' explained. Aechnologtoalcomplexity was, in turn, reduced to last place in the order of
importance.

4. For aurther discussion see Stack (1976)-"Income
Stratification and Type of Economic System" Paper read at the.1976 Annual Meetings of the American Sociological Association,.New York.

5. These data,being taken from dirca1960jdo not directly
"match up" with the data for the other variables, which are from
circa 1970 or the time series of 1960-1972. However, given the
quasi qualisative_nature of the varia6leand given that none
of the capitalist nations became communist nations by 1972, I
do net eel that this is a serious problem.

1

-
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_TARTE 1' CORRELATIONS BETWEEN ALTERNATE !.

INDEXES OF INCOME INEQUALITY.

Table 1

a
G/H C/S J/S

b/Hb
1.000 .718** -.651*a

. 1'.000 7, ,767**a.

.1.000

C /Sc

vsd

*Significant ,at .01 level (F -test) AP

** Signifiiant at .001 level (F-test)

a. The negative sign of thetPearson's rvhere indicates
\a direct relation because Jackinan reverses the values. of
his index of inequality, the Schuti coefficient, so that
the hier the score on theiSchutz coefficient the 'ireater
the degree of 'material equarity. The reverse is &i.1e for
the author.sGini index and Cutright's Lorenz coefficient.

b. ,Gini Index of Household 'Income Inequality,

c. Cutright's Lorenz Indpx of Sectoral Income Inequality
d. Jackman's Schutz .Index of Sectoral IncOme Inequality

k'

a

4

4.
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TABLE.2: MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS AND PERCENT OF VARIANCE'

EXPLAINED BY VARIABLES IN AeGIVEN ORDERs'

32 Nations

Vary iabfi Mean

-PolitiOal participation 82.5

Education Level 6.3,

Itte of Economic Growth 4.1

Level of-33erel-cipment 2,032

Technological Complexity .3,417

Rate of Population Growth 1.3

Rate of Inflation 25.2.

Total

*pz..05

s

41

Standard Percent of
Deviation Variancq-

13.i 27*

. 2.5 16*

1.9 7*

1,236 3

2,308- 3

.9 . 3

89.3 0

)

24

44

'59

ft*
Alp

I
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TABLE 31 MEANS, STANDARD'DEVIATIONS, AND PERCENT OF VARIANCE

IN INEQUALITY EXPLAINED' 8Y INDEPENDENMARIABLESIN A 'GIVEN ORDER N,

Medium GNP Nation

Variable .

Rate-of Populap.4n Growth

Technological Compler xity .

Political. Participation

Lekrel of Deve'ropment

Rate of:Inflation

Educatidn Level, -

.

,

Total

*pi_ .05

. *p L .10

rs-

I
h.

Standard -Percent qf
Mean Deviation , / Variance

1.6 1.1' .36*

1,785. 866 11**

74.1;
10.4, . 16*

S.:L_Rate of Economic Growth 2.4.:,
%

'

-,

,
+

'3

1,275 532 10*

52.2 132 2
1

5.1 1.9

'470,..-) 79

4

4

C

(

.., ..% ,.
' .-

l

11.

a
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TABLE:4: ,MEANS', STANDARD DEVIATIONS, AND PERCENT OF VARIANCE .

IN, INEQUALITY EXPLAINED INDUENDENT VARIABLESICA-GIVEN ORDER

COmmunist ivations

., Variable., Mean'
)

'Technological r plexity ° 3,789
I.

Educatilp Level_ .69

Rate of Ecolpmic Growth - 4.9
,

.

Rate of Population Growth 7.0

Level of Development, 1,483

Political ParticIpation 97.8
- ,

Total

*pL..05

91.

of

94

V

I'

4

Standard' Percent of,
Deviation- Variance '

Sk
1, 605 81*

.43 4*

1.6 4

2:6 4.

504 1

3.1 1 r,.
f

95

4

-9

'1 I
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4
TAB110 5t- MEANS, STANDARD DEVIATIONS, ANDIPERCENT OF VARIANCE

EXPLAINED BY. VARIABLES IN A GIVEN ORDER:

24 Natibns

if5-5

S Percent of 1Variable N ewf.
,

,---Th:

.Degtee of Soeialism Index

Education Level

-Rate ,of Populat4ion Growth
.

LeveS of DevelopMent

Technological Complexity
.

Rate of Economic Growth

Political Participation,

56.108

- *.6.57.

.95

-2,264

3,995,

4.38

85.2

Ak
my '

.14

1.

eviation Variance

32.3. 60*'"

2.6' '6*

.67 2

1,303 .0-

2,356 2

. 1.74 0.

13.0 , _1
ricital '6

71

*pL..05
,

a,

.

*IF

41.

/

F.

1

f

27
N

4.

4,

A

0
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